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Abstract: The bootstrap technology introduced by [1] has wide applications, particularly, in regression
analysis. It has been used by researchers to construct empirical distributions for estimates of the regression
coefficients. In case of outliers in the data, the classical bootstrap procedure fails to give us fine results even
if  robust  regression  estimates  are  used.  In  this  paper  we  introduced a new bootstrap procedure, called
“split sample bootstrap” to handle outliers. The proposed bootstrap procedure gives bootstrap estimates
having smaller bootstrap estimates of the standard errors and as a result, we get narrow confidence intervals
of the estimates. 
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INTRODUCTION percentage of outliers in some of the bootstrap samples

In regression analysis we come across a situation procedure. Hence, even using robust regression
where we need to construct empirical distributions for estimation procedure may fail to give us satisfactory
estimates of the regression coefficients when analytical results in such a situation as almost all robust procedures
distributions cannot be derived, particularly, in case of show resistance to a limited number of outliers present in
small sample situation when asymptotic results do not the data, called breakdown value of the estimation
hold. For this purpose, [1] introduced a very important procedure [2-3]. The classical bootstrap estimates are less
computational  technique  called  “bootstrap procedure”. robust as compared to even the robust estimators which
In regression scenario, most commonly used bootstrap are bootstrapped [2].
methods  are  residual  bootstrap   and   pair  bootstrap Several researchers have introduced various remedial
(also known as classical bootstrap methods). These bootstrap methods to deal with the presence of outliers.
bootstrap techniques work well when there are no outliers [4] proposed a “robust and fast bootstrap method” for the
in regression data. The presence of outliers may cause class of robust regression estimation procedure. [5] also
violation of normality assumption. While drawing “B” proposed similar bootstrap method for S- estimators of
bootstrap samples with replacement from the original multivariate regression. [2] proposed a “short- cut
sample, some of the bootstrap samples may consist of bootstrap procedure” for LTS. This procedure is simple,
larger number of outliers as compared to the number of fast and robust (also known as fast and robust bootstrap
outliers in the original sample [2]. The excessive number method). [2] also suggested another bootstrap procedure,
of outliers in the bootstrap samples definitely poses that is, deleting the outliers identified by some initial
serious threats to the classical bootstrap estimates of the robust estimation procedure and then to bootstrap the
standard errors of the regression coefficients and hence remaining clean data points. This idea led [6] to propose
the bootstrap confidence intervals of the regression another bootstrap method, called, “diagnostic- before-
estimates  are  affected, leading to breakdown of the bootstrap method” for regression. According to this
bootstrap methodology. Thus, the problem leads us to procedure, the high leverage points are detected first and
draw inaccurate conclusions. In some cases, the are removed  before  drawing  the   bootstrap  samples.

may exceed the break down value of the estimation
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The method ignores the outliers in the bootstrap samples, Some Bootstrap Procedures: Let us consider the general
therefore, by doing so and then to apply the classical regression model:
bootstrap is likely to under estimate the standard errors or
may result in invalid inferential statements and predictions Y = X  + (3)
intervals. Recently, [7] suggested a modified bootstrap
method  which  they called “Dynamic Robust Bootstrap where Y is a (n ×1) vector of responses, X is a (n × k) data
for LTS (DRBLTS)”. This new bootstrap method is based matrix containing values of the predictors (k = p + 1), the
on LTS estimators and is used to control the percentage parameter vector  is (k × 1) (including the intercept)
of outliers  in  bootstrap  samples.  This  method again which is to be estimated from the observed data and  is
does not take into account the under estimation of the a (n × 1) vector of unobservable random error terms.
standard errors of the estimates. Most recently, [3] We discuss various bootstrap procedures in brief in
presented a new bootstrap method which they called the following section.
“weighted bootstrap with probability (WBP)” in
regression. According to WBP method, the outlying Robust Residual Bootstrap (RRB1): We define both
observations  are  less likely to be selected in the fixed-x and random- x bootstrap procedures here with a
bootstrap samples as small probabilities are associated slight modification, that is, instead of OLS estimator  is
with outlying observations and hence the method is chosen as the resdecending ALARM estimator as the
expected to minimize the effect of outlying observations OLS estimation procedure is greatly affected by the
on the proposed bootstrap method. presence of outliers and consequently the performance of

In this paper, we first propose a new bootstrap bootstrap procedure is badly affected.
method that we called “Split- Sample Bootstrap (SSB)” We summarize the residuals bootstrap scheme in
method which ensures that the number of outliers in each steps as follows:
of the bootstrap samples equals the number of outliers in
the original sample. The new method will then be used to Step 1: By assuming an original sample, fit the robust
construct a bootstrap distribution of Aalmgir regression model (using the ALARM estimate) to the
redescending M- estimator (ALARM) [8]. This ALARM sample to estimate the regression coefficients  and
estimator has the weight function given below: the fitted values .

(1) residuals

where r is the residual of the fitted model and the to compute  using the relation
parameter C is the tuning content and is set equal to 3 to
have 95% efficiency at normal case. This estimator has
slow decaying -function given by:

(2) Step 5: Replicate step3 and step4 B times to obtain the

The estimator based on this - function is very
robust and efficient.

The SSB method is based on the bootstrap algorithm Robust Random- x (Pair) Bootstrap (RRB2): For the
using redescending ALARM estimator to estimate the model given in (3), we consider a sample of n
model parameters. In section 2, we discuss some observations z ’ = (y , x , x ,..., x ), i = 1, 2,..., n. The
bootstrap procedures existing in the literature along with following steps describe the procedure for random-x
the proposed bootstrap method. bootstrap samples based on robust estimation procedure.

Step 2: Use the observed y  and  to compute thei

Step 3: Draw randomly by resampling from 

Step 4: Fit the regression model to (X, y ) to get *

bootstrap replicates.

i i i1 i2 ip
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Step 1: Select a bootstrap sample from z ’. The bootstrap Step 4: Obtain  by regressing the bootstrappedi

sample observations are drawn independently from the values  on the fixed X .
original sample with equal probabilities 1/n and are
denoted by . Step 5: Repeat Steps 3 and Step 4 B times to obtain

Step 2: Fit the regression model to  and
compute the regression coefficients . The Proposed Bootstrap procedure: Split Sample

Step 3: Replicate the above steps B times in order to the theory for bootstrapping the distributions of robust
compute the bootstrap replicates . regression estimates. For more details, [9-13] and [4]

The above two bootstrap procedures are commonly among others. [4] argued that the asymptotic variances of
known as classical bootstrap procedures. could be used to estimate the standard error of robust

Weighted Bootstrap with Probability (WBP): In this in the presence of outliers does not hold. Numerical
method, Hampel weight function is used for assigning instability of the robust regression estimates may be one
weights to data points and to identify the outlying of the problems if the percentage of outliers in the
observations. According to WBP, the selection bootstrap sample is higher than in the original sample
probability of the ith observation is given by: irrespective of the robustness of the estimation procedure

(5) proposed various strategies so that the bootstrap

Thus, through this weight mechanism, outliers were for more details.
controlled in the bootstrap procedure by assigning In the current study we propose a new and simple
probabilities p , p ,..., p  to (y , x ), (y , x ),..., (y , x ) Prior bootstrap procedure called “Split Sample Bootstrap1 2 n 1 1 2 2 n n

to describing the WBP procedure, we follow some Procedure (SSB)” to protect the bootstrap procedure
notations used in WBP. Let D denotes the set of deleted against undue effect of the increased number of outliers
data points and R denotes the set of remaining in some bootstrap samples in order to avoid numerically
observations where R contains only those data points for instability of the robust regression estimates. The basic
which p  > 0. Let  be the estimate of the parameter idea of SSB is to first identify the exact number of outliers,i

obtained by fitting the regression model from the say n , present in the original sample using LTS procedure
observations after deleting d cases, that is, (X , Y ). The and then to form two groups of observations; one groupR R

WBP procedure is described as follows: (G ) consisting of n  outliers and the second group (G )

Step 1: Use LMS to fit the original data. Use the LMS (clean data points) such that the number of observations
residuals and apply Hampel weight function to identify in both group equals n (sample size). The bootstrap
outlying observations. Obtain  from the remaining samples are drawn from these two groups. That is, n
data points (with w  > 0) and the fitted values: observations in each bootstrap are drawn from G  and ni

bootstrap sample equals n. ALARM estimator is used to

Step 2: Based on the fitted values, obtain the residuals Our proposed bootstrap procedure not only protects the
bootstrap procedure against excessive number of outliers

Step 3: Draw  randomly by information (all observations are retained) collected from
resampling from  to compute  using the relation all data points. The following steps describe our proposed

. bootstrap procedure:

R

.

Bootstrap  (SSB):  Several researchers have considered

estimates only when the central normal model holds which

being used and irrespective of the robustness of the
estimate being bootstrapped [4]. Several researchers

procedure becomes less sensitive to the presence of
outliers in the sample. See, for example, [14-16], [6] and [3]

1

1 1 2

consisting  of  n   (=  n- n )   remaining   observations2 1

1

1 2

clean data points from G  such that the size of each2

estimate the model parameters for each bootstrap sample.

but also ensures efficiency as it does not loose
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Step 1: Given n data points in the sample. Use LMS to fit Let  be the 100(1 – )
the original data. Use the standardized LMS residuals to bootstrap percentile interval for . Then the length (L) of
identify the outlying observations in the sample data. the interval is defined as:
Obtain  from the data points and the fitted values:

Step 2: Based on the fitted values, obtain the residuals procedures are the same, the difference being only in the
 Split all the residuals and group them notations.

in to two groups G  (consisting of n  residuals associated1 1

with outliers) and G  (consisting of n  remaining residuals Numerical Results and Discussion: We consider real2 2

associated with clean data points). data examples and simulation studies to illustrate and

Step 3: Draw  randomly by resampling from procedure with WBP and RRB1.
(of which n  are drawn from G  and n  from G ) to compute1 1 2 2

using the relation . Real Data Examples: In this section we consider two

Step 4: Obtain  by regressing the bootstrapped which  have  been  extensively  analyzed  by researchers
values  (using the ALARM estimator) on the fixed X . for identification of outliers and for measuringR

Step 5: Repeat Steps 3 and Step 4 B times to obtain researchers. We also compare the performance of our
. newly proposed bootstrap procedure with RRB1 and

Using the bootstrap replications obtained in Step 5
one can construct the bootstrap distribution of the Example 1(Hawkins, Bradu and Kass Data): In this
ALARM estimator and hence the distribution can be used example we consider a data set artificially generated by
to compute the bootstrap standard error and bootstrap [17]. This data consist of 75 observations having one
confidence intervals for the parameters estimates. response and three predictors. The first 10 observations

Assessment of Various Bootstrap Procedures: In order ALARM estimator detects all 10 observations as outliers.
to evaluate the performance of various bootstrap Figures 1 and 2 show how well ALARM estimator
procedures, we compute bias, standard error and length identifies all 10 outliers.Here we apply our newly
of the confidence interval for the parameters estimates. proposed bootstrap procedure as well as RRB1 and WBP
The estimation procedure is our proposed redescending to this data set be performing B= 2000 bootstrap
M- estimator, that is, ALARM estimator. Let  be the replications in all cases. We present bootstrap SE’s,
ALARM estimator for the parameter  computed from a confidence intervals (CI) and lengths (L) for all three
given sample. The RRB1 estimate of  is computed using bootstrap procedures in Tables 1-3. As expected, our
the expression: proposed bootstrap procedure (SSB) performs better than

estimates are the smallest among all.

and its bias is given by: bootstrap confidence intervals for all parameters. The

WBP provides more efficient results than RRB1 but our

The bootstrap standard error of the estimate is given by: procedures.

Example 2 (Condroz Data): The Condroz sample data

The calculations of estimates for other bootstrap

compare the performance of our proposed bootstrap

examples based on real data sets available in the literature

performance of various robust methods developed by

WBP using the data sets in the two examples given below.

in the data set were generated as outliers. Our proposed

the rest of the two procedures. The bootstrap SE’s of the

Our proposed procedure also provides shortest

WBP is a good competitor of SSB as compared to RRB1.

proposed SSB outperforms other two bootstrap

provide information about the pH- value and the Calcium
(Ca)  contents  in  soil  samples  [18].  The  same data have
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Table 1: Robust Parameter Estimates obtainedfrom Hawkins-Bradu-Kass data 
Parameter OLS ALARM

-0.388 -0.1810

0.239 0.0811

-0.335 0.0392

0.383 -0.0513

Table 2: Bootstrap standard Errors of Parameter Estimatesobtained from Hawkins-Bradu-Kass data
Parameter RRB1 WBP SSB

4.7265 1.6121 0.36140

0.9203 0.6974 0.03231

1.8763 0.7103 0.07452

0.8133 0.8137 0.11683

Table 3: 95% Bootstrap Confidence Intervals of the Parameter Estimates Obtained from Hawkins-Bradu-Kass data
Parameter RRB1 WBP SSB

(-3.7833, 0.2343) (4.0176) (-0.2388, 1.2369) (1.4757) (-0.9844, -0.1410) (0.8436)0

(-2.4692, 1.0672) (3.5364) (-0.2892, 0.5179) (0.8071) (0.0533, 0.1691) (0.1158)1

(-1.8128, 2.2731) (4.0858) (-0.5598, 0.4353) (0.9951) (0.0273, 0.2179) (0.1906)2

(-0.2333, 2.2802) (2.5135) (-0.1003, 0.7563) (0.8567) (-0.0720, 0.2055) (0.2776)3

Fig. 1: Robust and OLS residuals versus fitted values

Fig. 2: Robust weights versus Std. Residuals

been reported and analyzed under the context of robust estimate model parameters and the results are presented
estimation for identifying outliers by [19]. We have in Table 4. We compute the bootstrap estimates of
considered a subset of the entire data containing 428 standard errors (SE’s) based on all three procedures and
observations where the pH- value lies between 7.0 and are presented in Table 5. We also have computed the
7.5. It can be seen from the plot of Calcium content that bootstrap confidence intervals and their lengths for the
the distribution of the content is skewed. parameters from the data and are presented in Table 6.

Fig. 3: Plot of the Condroz data

Fig. 4: Robust and OLS residuals versus fitted values

We initially used our robust estimator, ALARM to
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Table 5: Bootstrap standard Errors of Parameter Estimates Obtained from Condroz data

Parameter RRB1 WBP SSB

48.62 56.30 49.780

6.60 6.03 4.871

Table 6: 95% Bootstrap Confidence Intervals of the Parameter Estimates obtained from Condroz data 

Parameter RRB1 WBP SSB

(-2051.25, -1831.09) (220.16) (-2040.08, -1836.52) (203.56) (-2032.79, -1852.29) (180.50)0

(313.15, 370.89) (57.74) (319.97, 342.64) (22.67) (314.18, 331.12) (16.94)1

The results in Table 5 and Table 6 clearly show that redescending ALARM estimator is used to estimate the
due the presence of outliers in the data, RRB1 produce parameters of the regression model. The tuning constant
very inefficient results giving largest SE’s and widest parameter for the ALARM estimator is chosen so that
confidence intervals. 95% efficiency is obtained at normal distribution. MAD is

The proposed procedure SSB produce numerically used as a scale estimate for population variance. For
stable results and outperforms the other two bootstrap comparison purpose, the bias, standard error (SE) and
procedures. length (L) of the confidence are computed for the

Simulation Study: We have considered real data examples averaged over 1000 simulations. The results are given in
for investigating the performance of our newly proposed Table 7-12.
split sample bootstrap procedure. We also carryout The results presented in Table 7 show that, for small
simulation studies. sample, the classical bootstrap procedure RRB1 does not

Simulation Design: We carry out an extensive simulation is contaminated by even single outlier in Y-space as it
study to assess the robustness and efficiency properties biases as well as standard errors are largest among the
of our proposed bootstrap procedure, SSB and to three procedures. But its performance gets improved with
compare its performance with various bootstrap increasing sample size and hence all the three methods are
procedures existing in the literature. We have considered close enough as far as their biases and standard errors are
four (4) different simulation designs in this study based concerned for larger sample sizes. WBP performs better
on changes in the error and leverage structure. In all these than RRB1 but its performance is poorer than our
designs, the regressors are generated from N (0, 1) proposed procedure for all sample sizes in case of single
distribution and contamination is done only in Y- space. outlier in the data. The SE’s and biases are the smallest for

Single outlier (  = 1) scenario: Errors are generated sample sizes. The RRB1 also produce widest confidence
from the N (0, 1) distribution and the last observation intervals as compared to WBP and SSB, particularly, for
is generated from N (100, 1) as an outlier. smaller sample sizes. SSB produces shortest length
Multiple outliers (  = 10%) scenario: Errors are confidence interval among the three procedures.From the
generated from N (0, 1) distribution and 10% results presented in Table 8 one can clearly see that the
observations are generated from N (100, 1) as outliers. RRB1 is more sensitive to increasing percentage of
Multiple outliers (  = 20%) scenario: Errors are outliers (  = 10%) as compared to WBP and SSB as the
generated from N (0, 1) distribution and20% increase in the biases and SE’s for RRB1 is much greater
observations are generated from N (100, 1) as outliers. than the increase in biases and SE’s for WBP and SSB.
Multiple outliers (  = 40%) scenario: Errors are The proposed procedure seems to be the least sensitive
generated from N (0, 1) distribution and 40% among the three with respect to its biases, SE’s and
observations are generated from N (100, 1) as outliers. length (L). However, in case of  = 10%, WBP and SSB

For all designs stated above, Y is computed using the The biases and SE’s for WBP and SSB are
expression (1) by taking  =  = ... =  = 2, for p = 1, 2, 3. consistently the smallest for all P, n and percentage of0 1 p

We consider n = 50, 100 and 200. In all the competing outliers .  As  the  percentage  of outliers increases from
bootstrap procedures considered in this study, the  = 10%,  not  only  the   RRB1   but   also   WBP  performs

estimates based on 1000 bootstrap samples and are

perform well as compared to WBP and SSB when the data

SSB among all and decrease further with increasing

give almost identical results for larger sample sizes.
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Table 7: Bias and Standard Error for the bootstrap estimates (  = 1)
RRB1 WBP SSB
----------------------------- -------------------------------- ------------------------------

n P Parameter Bias SE Bias SE Bias SE
50 1 0.030 1.897 0.015 0.441 0.009 0.0390

0.076 1.859 -0.019 0.788 0.015 0.0391

2 -0.018 1.168 0.016 0.113 0.010 0.0350

0.014 1.046 -0.017 0.929 0.011 0.0391

0.012 1.020 0.009 0.745 0.007 0.0332

3 -0.025 1.631 -0.101 0.618 0.008 0.0390

-0.018 1.129 0.016 0.650 0.013 0.0401

0.016 1.066 0.011 0.820 0.011 0.0402

-0.025 1.091 0.016 0.773 0.011 0.0403

100 1 -0.025 1.059 0.006 0.182 0.011 0.0180

-0.015 1.160 -0.003 0.117 0.014 0.0191

2 0.019 1.117 0.012 0.125 0.012 0.0180

0.014 1.022 0.009 0.303 0.006 0.0281

-0.010 1.018 -0.060 0.200 0.008 0.0292

3 0.017 1.026 -0.062 0.206 0.006 0.0390

-0.011 1.023 0.010 0.150 0.007 0.0291

0.012 1.035 -0.007 0.256 0.013 0.0162

-0.015 1.021 0.010 0.303 0.002 0.0283

200 1 -0.013 0.238 0.010 0.107 0.003 0.0100

0.009 0.260 0.005 0.117 0.001 0.0101

2 -0.014 0.294 0.009 0.029 0.005 0.0190

-0.008 0.128 0.006 0.038 0.004 0.0191

-0.008 0.284 -0.008 0.038 0.003 0.0112

3 0.010 0.169 -0.002 0.033 0.004 0.0090

0.005 0.174 0.001 0.035 0.001 0.0101

0.008 0.192 0.002 0.049 0.002 0.0202

-0.016 0.103 -0.005 0.034 0.002 0.0103

Table 8: Bias and Standard Error for the bootstrap estimates (  = 10%)
RRB1 WBP SSB
------------------------------- ---------------------------------- --------------------------------

n P Parameter Bias SE Bias SE Bias SE
50 1 0.430 2.097 -0.021 0.541 0.014 0.0440

-0.376 1.955 -0.019 0.888 0.003 0.0441

2 0.416 1.669 -0.026 0.312 -0.021 0.0420

-0.313 1.646 -0.017 0.529 -0.007 0.0471

0.312 1.220 0.109 0.847 0.006 0.0392

3 0.425 1.832 -0.101 0.728 -0.011 0.0440

-0.219 1.159 0.026 0.950 0.013 0.0441

-0.417 1.664 0.111 0.820 0.010 0.0452

-0.325 1.593 0.026 0.773 -0.005 0.0463

100 1 -0.325 1.153 -0.016 0.282 0.007 0.0220

-0.214 1.262 0.013 0.216 0.006 0.0221

2 0.219 1.217 0.012 0.225 0.002 0.0220

0.214 1.121 0.010 0.303 -0.007 0.0221

0.213 1.114 -0.110 0.210 -0.015 0.0222

3 -0.217 1.129 -0.016 0.217 0.007 0.0220

0.311 1.124 0.012 0.215 0.005 0.0221

0.111 1.136 -0.017 0.256 0.008 0.0222

-0.115 1.221 0.010 0.403 -0.003 0.0223

200 1 -0.113 0.738 0.010 0.211 -0.009 0.0110

0.109 0.860 0.011 0.127 0.006 0.0111

2 -0.114 0.794 0.009 0.129 0.006 0.0110

-0.109 0.729 0.006 0.137 0.003 0.0121

-0.208 0.888 -0.008 0.038 0.001 0.0122

3 0.110 0.693 -0.006 0.033 0.002 0.0100

0.103 0.740 0.006 0.065 0.004 0.0131

0.108 0.920 0.008 0.057 0.002 0.0112

-0.116 0.903 -0.005 0.065 0.004 0.0133
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Table 9: Bias and Standard Error for the bootstrap estimates (  = 20%)
RRBI WBP SSB
------------------------------- ---------------------------------- --------------------------------

n P Parameter Bias SE Bias SE Bias SE
50 1 -0.540 3.198 0.023 0.561 0.018 0.0540

0.474 2.956 0.029 0.866 0.012 0.0481

2 1.516 2.369 -0.026 0.342 -0.011 0.0520

0.630 3.546 0.027 0.429 -0.012 0.0591

0.312 2.820 0.102 0.657 0.013 0.0532

3 -0.445 2.842 0.141 0.821 -0.011 0.0440

0.439 2.489 0.029 0.971 0.016 0.0581

-0.817 2.667 -0.110 0.820 0.013 0.0552

-0.627 2.993 0.029 0.873 -0.015 0.0583

100 1 0.425 1.537 0.010 0.380 0.009 0.0440

0.514 1.628 -0.010 0.226 0.006 0.0421

2 -0.329 1.754 0.016 0.238 0.008 0.0320

0.321 1.670 0.015 0.312 -0.008 0.0431

0.243 2.140 0.110 0.211 -0.015 0.0312

3 0.217 2.109 0.022 0.224 0.008 0.0430

-0.311 2.224 -0.021 0.206 0.008 0.0421

-0.211 1.956 -0.019 0.354 0.008 0.0502

0.215 2.221 0.013 0.408 -0.007 0.0423

200 1 0.203 1.433 0.011 0.111 -0.009 0.0210

-0.199 1.686 0.010 0.144 0.007 0.0211

2 0.194 1.423 -0.011 0.136 0.007 0.0220

-0.179 1.290 -0.011 0.157 0.008 0.0121

-0.208 0.888 0.008 0.088 0.005 0.0242

3 0.122 1.293 -0.016 0.033 0.004 0.0210

0.138 1.174 -0.009 0.094 0.004 0.0291

0.187 1.205 0.011 0.069 0.005 0.0252

-0.163 1.203 0.008 0.095 0.007 0.0263

Table 10: Bias and Standard Error for the bootstrap estimates (  = 40%)
RRB1 WBP SSB
------------------------------- ---------------------------------- --------------------------------

n P Parameter Bias SE Bias SE Bias SE
50 1 17.194 11.18 -0.436 1.393 0.019 0.0740

-1.915 8.867 0.052 0.871 -0.018 0.0771

2 20.910 13.25 -0.448 1.614 0.019 0.0770

-1.939 6.340 -0.750 0.834 0.023 0.0811

-0.948 5.400 0.011 0.834 -0.015 0.0832

3 21.285 13.52 -0.371 1.926 -0.016 0.0780

2.122 7.120 0.027 1.839 -0.018 0.0791

-1.066 6.540 0.078 1.887 0.019 0.0812

0.987 7.350 -0.068 1.820 0.019 0.0823

100 1 10.840 10.67 0.113 0.746 -0.011 0.0550

1.898 3.228 -0.034 0.561 -0.016 0.0661

2 11.650 12.60 0.093 0.708 -0.009 0.0550

-0.881 5.104 -0.107 0.586 -0.012 0.0561

-0.513 5.232 0.005 0.573 -0.012 0.0572

3 12.420 8.901 0.071 0.680 -0.011 0.0560

0.842 5.137 -0.045 0.584 -0.009 0.0571

-0.869 5.199 -0.028 0.575 -0.010 0.0582

-0.901 5.234 0.043 0.560 0.010 0.0473

200 1 8.520 5.030 0.079 0.442 -0.006 0.0370

-1.078 2.736 0.063 0.405 -0.008 0.0371

2 9.850 5.321 0.045 0.463 0.007 0.0370

0.141 3.744 0.007 0.401 0.006 0.0361

-0.655 3.806 -0.031 0.392 0.006 0.0382

3 10.023 8.095 -0.139 0.439 0.007 0.0380

-0.697 4.834 0.048 0.389 -0.007 0.0371

-0.709 4.854 0.060 0.383 -0.005 0.01392

-0.751 3.806 0.008 0.411 0.006 0.0383
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Table 11: Average Length of the bootstrap Confidence Interval (  = 1 and 10%)
 = 1  = 10%

------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------
RRB1 WBP SSB RRB1 WBP SSB

n P Parameter L L L L L L
50 1 2.531 1.383 0.153 2.531 1.582 0.1730

2.528 1.588 0.161 2.528 1.787 0.1791

2 2.666 1.842 0.134 2.666 2.842 0.1700

3.172 1.176 0.169 3.172 1.376 0.1941

3.059 1.036 0.135 3.059 1.237 0.1622

3 3.971 1.830 0.153 3.971 1.930 0.1730

2.468 1.863 0.163 2.468 1.993 0.1791

1.168 1.719 0.163 1.168 1.989 0.1842

2.290 1.950 0.162 2.290 2.950 0.1843

100 1 1.380 0.449 0.073 1.380 0.849 0.0860

1.084 0.072 0.078 1.084 0.672 0.0931

2 1.578 0.902 0.073 1.578 0.902 0.0840

1.336 0.658 0.077 1.336 0.998 0.0901

1.572 0.360 0.078 1.572 0.866 0.0902

3 1.487 0.788 0.075 1.487 1.117 0.0850

1.520 0.485 0.078 1.520 0.885 0.0911

1.719 0.417 0.079 1.719 0.917 0.0892

1.313 0.542 0.079 1.313 0.742 0.0893

200 1 0.925 0.280 0.037 0.925 0.440 0.0430

1.015 0.331 0.038 1.015 0.431 0.0441

2 0.807 0.126 0.037 0.807 0.326 0.0420

0.892 0.878 0.039 0.892 0.878 0.0451

0.046 0.016 0.039 0.046 0.416 0.0452

3 0.120 0.087 0.037 0.120 0.287 0.0430

0.126 0.154 0.039 0.126 0.154 0.0451

0.283 0.080 0.034 0.283 0.089 0.0462

0.124 0.055 0.037 0.124 0.087 0.0463

Table 12: Average Length of the bootstrap Confidence Interval (  = 40%)
 = 20%  = 40%

------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------
RRB1 WBP SSB RRB1 WBP SSB

n P Parameter L L L L L L
50 1 3.541 1.812 0.208 9.635 4.626 0.2880

3.228 1.837 0.225 8.960 3.039 0.3141

2 3.656 1.841 0.226 10.62 4.377 0.3010

3.982 1.760 0.222 8.917 2.902 0.3281

3.259 1.371 0.220 8.633 2.917 0.3332

3 3.871 1.935 0.226 10.93 4.434 0.3090

4.168 2.293 0.228 8.982 2.877 0.3181

3.016 2.089 0.227 8.543 3.100 0.3262

3.290 2.150 0.221 8.149 2.896 0.3263

100 1 2.530 0.942 0.099 6.685 2.522 0.1370

2.684 0.722 0.107 5.623 1.960 0.1481

2 2.257 0.913 0.100 7.931 2.439 0.1390

2.235 0.995 0.106 7.362 2.045 0.1461

2.677 0.966 0.107 7.685 2.017 0.1512

3 1.987 1.217 0.102 5.310 2.345 0.1420

2.522 0.984 0.107 7.185 2.032 0.1541

2.708 0.938 0.108 7.534 1.993 0.1582

2.316 0.942 0.108 7.688 1.953 0.1583

200 1 1.925 0.540 0.049 3.402 1.536 0.0660

1.815 0.531 0.053 3.419 1.408 0.0711

2 1.917 0.425 0.049 4.435 1.594 0.0680

1.929 0.670 0.053 4.508 1.401 0.0741

1.146 0.326 0.054 3.662 1.360 0.0722

3 1.712 0.387 0.051 5.360 1.506 0.0690

1.162 0.254 0.054 4.789 1.358 0.0731

1.816 0.189 0.054 3.771 1.338 0.0752

1.912 0.286 0.055 3.698 1.436 0.0743
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poorly as their biases, SE’s and L tend to increase 3. Norazan, M.R., M. Habsha and A.H.M.R. Imon, 2009.
significantly. Only our proposed procedure shows Weighted  Bootstrap   with   Probability in
resistance against increasing number of outliers for all n, Regression, Proceeding of the 8  WSEAS
P and . However, WBP produces better results as International   conference   on   Applied  Computer
compared to RRB1 but not as promising as our proposed and    Applied     Computational    Science,   2009.
method does. WBP protects against outliers up to some ISSN: 1790-5117.
extent when  = 10%, but things become worse for larger 4. Barrera,  M.  and  R. Zamar, 2002. Bootstrapping

 = 20% and 40%, as it yields poor results in terms of robust  estimates  of  regression.  J.  Ann. Statist.,
biases, SE’s and lengths of the bootstrap confidence 30(2): 556-582.
intervals. From all these results it is very clear that RRB1 5. Van Aelst, S. and G. Willems, 2002. Robust bootstrap
is  very sensitive  to outliers present in the data, the WBP for S-estimators of multivariate regression. Statistics
is the second most sensitive procedure showing less in Industry and Technology: Statistical Data
resistance to higher percentage of outliers. The biases, Analysis, pp: 201-212.
SE’s are the largest for RRB1, second largest for WBP and 6. Imon, A.H.M.R. and M.M. Ali, 2005. Bootstrapping
the smallest for SSB. Our proposed method is very robust regression residuals, J. Korean Data Inform. Sci. Soc.,
showing  high  protection  against  outliers   even   up  to 16: 665-682.

 = 40%. It is hardly affected by the presence of even 7. Midi,  H.,  H.S.  Uraibi  and  B.A.   Talib,  2009.
higher percentages of outliers as it produces minimum Dynamic Robust Bootstrap Method Based on LTS
bias and gives smallest SE in all scenarios. Shortest Estimators,  European  Journal  of  Scientific  Res.,
bootstrap confidence intervals are obtained even for 32(3): 277-287.
highly contaminated data. The results are true for 1000 8. Alamgir, 2012. Thesis.
bootstraps and for every n = 50, 100 and 200. 9. Shorack, G.R., 1982. Bootstrapping robust regression.

CONCLUSION 10. Parr, W.C., 1985. The bootstrap: Some large sample

The presence of outliers in the data requires a very Probab. Lett., 3: 97-100.
comprehensive and details examination not only for usual 11. Yang, S.S., 1985. On bootstrapping a class of
regression analysis but also for bootstrap procedures. In differentiable  statistical  functionals   with
the present study, we have introduced a new bootstrap applications to L- and M-estimates. Statist.
procedure, called “split sample bootstrap (SSB)” for Neerlandica, 39: 375-385.
regression analysis to get enhanced protection against 12. Shao, J., 1990. Bootstrap estimation of the asymptotic
outliers and to get numerically stable results. We variances of statistical functionals. Ann. Inst. Statist.
presented two numerical examples and conducted Math., 42: 737-752.
simulation studies to evaluate the performance of our 13. Liu, R.Y. and K. Singh, 1992. Efficiency and
proposed procedure. The results obtained from both robustness in resampling. Ann. Statist., 20: 370-384.
sample data and simulated data clearly show that SSB is 14. Singh, K., 1998. Breakdown theory for bootstrap
a better choice as compared to RRB1 and WBP, quantiles. The Ann. Statist., 26: 1719-1732.
particularly, when the data contain higher percentage of 15. Stromberg, A.J., 1997. Robust covariance estimates
outliers. The proposed bootstrap procedure is a very based  on  resampling.  J.  Statist.   Plann.  Inference,
good robust alternative to other bootstrap procedures. 57: 321-334.
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